GTBZ42J
Telescopic boom lift

SPIDER BOOM LIFT

Flexibility of Operation in Narrow Distance
Four- wheel steering has four
modes, including front- wheel
steering, rear- wheel steering,
crab-shaped steering, and four
wheel steering. Multi steering
modes make sure the machine
work flexibly in restricted
conditions. Each wheel is
separately controlled without rod.

With four outriggers placed on
the ground, it is named Spider
Boom Lift. It is featured with
concrete structure, small room
taking, wide working range, and
flexibility.
Compared with other types
of AWP, it is superior in light
weight, less pressure on floor
under the same working height,
esp. suitable for narrow space,
rough road, bad conditions, floor
and indoor.

This relies on the displacement
sensor on the top of the kingpin,
and control system will examine
the position of tires and make it
adjusted as well.

Advantages:
Advantages:
The security and stability coefficient of steel
structure are comparatively higher to extend the
life use of the equipment.
Computer automatically inspection and judgment
of the safe range, it will alert by sound and light,
and it will cut up the inclination towards danger.

The height and width of
track can be adjusted at
different height so that it will
be adaptable to complicated
roads without causing
damages to the chassis
and the adaptability will be
improved at the same time.
Left and right differential move
has small turning radius and it

GTBZ42J

Outriggers have three working
modes, narrow or wide, and
it has a strong adaptability to
different working places and it
could overpass the hurdles in
a narrowed place.

GTSZ30J

Max. platform height

41.6m

Max. platform height

28m

Max. working height

43.6m

Max. working height

30m

Max. horizontal reach
Load capacity

24.38m
250KgNon- restricted)/480Kg(Restricted)

Platform size(L×W×H)
Overall L×W×H(stowed)
Overall weight

30

can turn around in the place.

2.44x0.91x1.14m
13.1mx2.49mx3.05m
21230Kg

Max. horizontal reach
Load capacity
Platform size(L×W×H)
Overall L×W×H(stowed)
Overall weight

12m(200kg)/ 14m (80kg)
200Kg
7.2mx1.58mx1.98m
1.2×0.8×1.1m
4500Kg
31

